Date:

January 12, 2012

To:

Interested Person

From:

Staci Monroe, Land Use Services
503-823-0624 / staci.monroe@portlandoregon.gov

NOTICE OF A TYPE II DECISION ON A PROPOSAL IN
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
The Bureau of Development Services has denied a proposal in your neighborhood. The reasons
for the decision are included in this notice. If you disagree with the decision, you can appeal it
and request a public hearing. Information on how to appeal this decision is listed at the end of
this notice.

CASE FILE NUMBER: LU 11-192818 HDZ - SOLAR
PHOTOVOLATIC AWNING
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Foster/Killingsworth LLC (owner)
415 N. Killingsworth Street
Portland, OR 97217

Representative:

Jonathan Cohen, 503-477-9585
Imagine Energy
439 N. Broadway Street
Portland, OR 97227

Site Address:

415 N KILLINGSWORTH STREET

Legal Description:
Tax Account No.:
State ID No.:
Quarter Section:
Neighborhood:
Business District:

BLOCK 9 LOT 1&2, PIEDMONT
R657801170
1N1E15DC 16400
2430
Humboldt, contact Brian Murtagh at 503-962-9194.
North Portland Business Assoc, contact Jim Schaller at 503-5179915.North-Northeast Business Assoc, contact Joice Taylor at 503-4451321.
Northeast Coalition of Neighborhoods, contact Shoshana Cohen at 503823-4575.
None
Piedmont Conservation District
CS – Storefront Commercial zone with a Historic Resource Protection
Overlay zone
HDZ – Historic Design Review
Type II, an administrative decision with appeal to the Landmarks
Commission.

District Coalition:
Plan District:
Other Designations:
Zoning:
Case Type:
Procedure:
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Proposal:
The applicant seeks a Historic Design Review to replace a fabric retractable awning on the
upper facade of this 2-story building with a solar photovoltaic awning in the Piedmont
Conservation District. The panels will be attached at the upper fascia that sits above the 2nd
floor windows and below the top of the parapet. The panel awning will extend across the entire
front (south) building facade and project approximately 4.5’ from the building.
An exterior alteration to a building in a conservation district (Piedmont) that cannot meet the
Community Design Standards of Section 33.218.140 requires Historic Design Review.
Relevant Approval Criteria:
In order to be approved, this proposal must comply with the approval criteria of Title 33 of the
Portland Zoning Code. The relevant approval criteria are:


Community Design Guidelines

ANALYSIS
Site and Vicinity: The 12,767 square foot site is located on the north side of Killingsworth
Street with N Haight Avenue abutting the east lot line and an alley along the west lot line. N
Commercial Avenue is the adjacent street to the west. Portland Community College – Cascade
Campus further west of the site. The site lies within the center of the Killingsworth Pedestrian
District and near the southern portion of the Piedmont Conservation District.
Platted in 1889 and largely developed in the following three decades, the area included in the
Piedmont Conservation District was originally limited to residential use by covenants and deed
restrictions. In its early days, the neighborhood was mostly occupied by middle class families
owning their own homes. That fact is still reflected today in the wide stylistic and plan diversity
of the houses in the area. Unlike many other areas of Portland that were developing at the
same time, the Piedmont plat included alleys, which encouraged vehicular access at the rear of
the lots. As a consequence there are very few curb cuts and driveways in the neighborhood.
Another significant historic feature of this area is a consistent 25' front setback to any built
feature, which was written into the original covenants and deed restrictions. Influence of the
streetcars that once ran down MLK Blvd. and Killingsworth Street is reflected in the
characteristics of the existing commercial and residential development along these major
corridors, which features two-story, pedestrian-oriented commercial buildings and other
development along the edge of the right-of-way.
The property is developed with a 2-story, 6,824 office building. The building was constructed
in 1967 in a modern aesthetic with characteristics of the International Style. This style is
demonstrated through the use of concrete, glass and metal, and the regular, unadorned
geometric forms created by the fins on the upper façade.
Zoning: The Storefront Commercial (CS) zone is intended to preserve and enhance older
commercial areas that have a storefront character. The zone intends that new development in
these areas will be compatible with this desired character. The zone allows a full range of retail,
service and business uses with a local and regional market area. Industrial uses are allowed
but are limited in size to avoid adverse effects different in kind or amount than commercial
uses and to ensure that they do not dominate the character of the commercial area. The
desired character includes areas which are predominately built-up, with buildings close to and
oriented towards the sidewalk especially at corners. Development is intended to be pedestrianoriented and buildings with a storefront character are encouraged.
Land Use History: City records indicate there are no prior land use reviews for this site.
Agency Review: No reviews were required for this proposal.
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Neighborhood Review: A Notice of Proposal in Your Neighborhood was mailed on December 9,
2011. No written responses have been received from either the Neighborhood Association or
notified property owners in response to the proposal.

ZONING CODE APPROVAL CRITERIA
Chapter 33.846.060 - Historic Design Review
Purpose of Historic Design Review
Historic Design Review ensures the conservation and enhancement of the special
characteristics of historic resources.
Historic Design Review Approval Criteria
Requests for historic design review will be approved if the review body finds the applicant has
shown that all of the approval criteria have been met.
Findings: The site is located within the Piedmont Conservation District and the
proposal is for a non-exempt treatment that does not meet the Community Design
Standards. Therefore, Historic Design Review approval is required. The approval
criteria are the Community Design Guidelines.
Staff has considered all guidelines and addressed only those applicable to this proposal.
Community Design Guidelines
P1. Plan Area Character. Enhance the sense of place and identity by incorporating site and
building design features that respond to the area’s desired characteristics and traditions.
P2. Historic and Conservation Districts. Enhance the identity of historic and conservation
districts by incorporating site and building design features that reinforce the area’s historic
significance. Near historic and conservation districts, use such features to reinforce and
complement the historic areas.
D7. Blending into the Neighborhood. Reduce the impact of new development on established
neighborhoods by incorporating elements of nearby, quality buildings such as building details,
massing, proportions, and materials.
Findings for P1, P2 and D7: The project lies within the Albina Plan Area and the
Piedmont Conservation District. Both of these contain development influenced by
streetcars, including those that once ran down MLK Boulevard and Killingsworth Street.
Characteristics of the existing commercial and residential development along these major
corridors include two-story, pedestrian-oriented commercial buildings and other
development along the edge of the right-of-way. Although this building was built in
1967, long after the streetcars had a presence on Killingsworth Street, it still
incorporates some of the architectural characteristics of Streetcar Era Commercial style,
including the two-story height, location near the front property line that help define the
edge of the street, and storefront windows and doors at the sidewalk level that promote
pedestrian traffic.
The proposed awning does not fit into the neighborhood and historic pattern because:
o The material, solar panels, is uncharacteristic. Solar panel frames are comprised
of metal, however the exposed surface with the photovoltaic cells are shiny and
distinct. These prominent qualities are not appropriate for a front façade of a
building, especially within a conservation district. Rather, modern elements in a
conservation district are more appropriately located in a secondary location, like a
roof or non-street facing locations.
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o The location, above the second floor windows, is both atypical and nonfunctional. Awnings and canopies are pedestrian-scaled features found on the
Streetcar Era Commercial style. However, these elements are located along the street
level of the building and the entrance where they can provide shelter for pedestrians
along the sidewalk or those accessing the building. The panels that make up this
awning design would not properly function as an awning given the distance from the
sidewalk and would not be consistent with the placement on the street level façade.
o The awning structure is monolithic and dominant whereas awnings were
traditionally broken up by building bays and minor features. Traditionally,
awnings occur at specific locations on a building such as above a building entry and
within storefront bays. These smaller segmented features are typically incorporated
into the façade and respond to the building’s modules. The proposed design is a
single, 73’-11” long, uninterrupted awning that is not integrated into the façade of
the building.
The proposal, for a solar panel awning on a front facade, does not incorporate a design
feature comparable to design features found in the plan area/district, and does not
result in a building composition that complements the Piedmont Conservation District.
This guideline is therefore not met.
E5. Light, Wind, and Rain. Enhance the comfort of pedestrians by locating and designing
buildings and outdoor areas to control the adverse effects of sun, shadow, glare, reflection,
wind, and rain.
Findings: The design is not intended to accommodate pedestrians. At this upper level,
18’-0” above the adjacent sidewalk, the 4’-6” deep awning would not provide meaningful
shelter to those below given the distance from the pedestrian environment. The awning
characteristics of the design, horizontal and angled, are reflective of the solar technology
of the panels. The awning design, however, would benefit the occupants of the building
on the 2nd floor by providing some shade and preventing glare from the large windows
along this upper, south-facing façade. This guideline is therefore not fully met.
D6. Architectural Integrity. Respect the original character of buildings when making
modifications that affect the exterior. Make additions compatible in scale, color, details,
material proportion, and character with the existing building.
D8. Interest, Quality, and Composition. All parts of a building should be interesting to view,
of long lasting quality, and designed to form a cohesive composition.
E3. The Sidewalk Level of Buildings. Create a sense of enclosure and visual interest to
buildings along sidewalks and pedestrian areas by incorporating small scale building features,
creating effective gathering places, and differentiating street level facades.
Findings for D6, D8 and E3: This building has a very strong aesthetic. Built in 1967,
it incorporates modern characteristics of the International Style with the use of
concrete, glass and metal and the regular, unadorned geometric forms created by the
fins on the upper façade. These concrete fins project out from the windows and
building wall by 4’-0” creating what equates to a cantilever over the ground level. The
protruding upper floor, thickness of the concrete fins and the voids between the fins
created by the recessed windows and wall all result in a very pronounced bay rhythm
and verticality on the upper floor. The 73’-11” long solar panel awning attached to the
fins along the entire front façade would interrupt this rhythm and intentional design
element. This tacked on approach makes the proposed awning stand out, rather than
recede, drawing undue attention. The solar panel awning has not been incorporated
into the building design, does not respect the character of the building and would not
result in a cohesive composition for the front facade. These guidelines are therefore not
met.
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DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Unless specifically required in the approval criteria listed above, this proposal does not have to
meet the development standards in order to be approved during this review process. The plans
submitted for a building or zoning permit must demonstrate that all development standards of
Title 33 can be met, or have received an Adjustment or Modification via a land use review prior
to the approval of a building or zoning permit.

CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the Historic Design Review process is to ensure that additions, new
construction, and exterior alterations to historic resources do not compromise their ability to
convey historic significance. This proposal does not meet all the applicable Historic Design
Review criteria and described above and therefore warrants a denial.

ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION
Denial of a solar photovoltaic awning attached to the upper, 2nd-story front façade of the
building located at 415 N Killingsworth Street in the Piedmont Conservation District.
Staff Planner: Staci Monroe
Decision rendered by: ____________________________________________ on January 10, 2012
By authority of the Director of the Bureau of Development Services

Decision mailed: January 12, 2012
About this Decision. This land use decision is not a permit for development. Permits may be
required prior to any work. Contact the Development Services Center at 503-823-7310 for
information about permits.
Procedural Information. The application for this land use review was submitted on
November 10, 2011, and was determined to be complete on December 7, 2011.
Zoning Code Section 33.700.080 states that Land Use Review applications are reviewed under
the regulations in effect at the time the application was submitted, provided that the
application is complete at the time of submittal, or complete within 180 days. Therefore this
application was reviewed against the Zoning Code in effect on November 10, 2011.
ORS 227.178 states the City must issue a final decision on Land Use Review applications
within 120-days of the application being deemed complete. The 120-day review period may be
waived or extended at the request of the applicant. In this case, the applicant did not waive or
extend the 120-day review period.
Some of the information contained in this report was provided by the applicant.
As required by Section 33.800.060 of the Portland Zoning Code, the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that the approval criteria are met. The Bureau of Development Services has
independently reviewed the information submitted by the applicant and has included this
information only where the Bureau of Development Services has determined the information
satisfactorily demonstrates compliance with the applicable approval criteria. This report is the
decision of the Bureau of Development Services with input from other City and public agencies.
Conditions of Approval. If approved, this project may be subject to a number of specific
conditions, listed above. Compliance with the applicable conditions of approval must be
documented in all related permit applications. Plans and drawings submitted during the
permitting process must illustrate how applicable conditions of approval are met. Any project
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elements that are specifically required by conditions of approval must be shown on the plans,
and labeled as such.
These conditions of approval run with the land, unless modified by future land use reviews.
As used in the conditions, the term “applicant” includes the applicant for this land use review,
any person undertaking development pursuant to this land use review, the proprietor of the
use or development approved by this land use review, and the current owner and future
owners of the property subject to this land use review.
Appealing this decision. This decision may be appealed to the Landmarks Commission,
which will hold a public hearing. Appeals must be filed by 4:30 PM on January 26, 2012 at
1900 SW Fourth Ave. Appeals can be filed Tuesday through Friday on the first floor of the
Development Services Center until 3 p.m. After 3 p.m. and Mondays, appeals must be
submitted to the receptionist at the front desk on the fifth floor. An appeal fee of $250 will be
charged. The appeal fee will be refunded if the appellant prevails. There is no fee for ONI
recognized organizations appealing a land use decision for property within the organization’s
boundaries. The vote to appeal must be in accordance with the organization’s bylaws.
Assistance in filing the appeal and information on fee waivers is available from BDS in the
Development Services Center. Please see the appeal form for additional information.
The file and all evidence on this case are available for your review by appointment only. Please
call the Request Line at our office, 1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000, phone 503-823-7617,
to schedule an appointment. I can provide some information over the phone. Copies of all
information in the file can be obtained for a fee equal to the cost of services. Additional
information about the City of Portland, city bureaus, and a digital copy of the Portland Zoning
Code is available on the internet at www.portlandonline.com.
Attending the hearing. If this decision is appealed, a hearing will be scheduled, and you will
be notified of the date and time of the hearing. The decision of the Landmarks Commission is
final; any further appeal must be made to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) within
21 days of the date of mailing the decision, pursuant to ORS 197.620 and 197.830. Contact
LUBA at 550 Capitol St. NE, Suite 235, Salem, Oregon 97301, or phone 1-503-373-1265 for
further information.
Failure to raise an issue by the close of the record at or following the final hearing on this case,
in person or by letter, may preclude an appeal to the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) on that
issue. Also, if you do not raise an issue with enough specificity to give the Landmarks
Commission an opportunity to respond to it, that also may preclude an appeal to LUBA on that
issue.
EXHIBITS
NOT ATTACHED UNLESS INDICATED
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

Applicant’s Statement
1. Responses to Approval Criteria
2. Alternative Design Submitted January 3, 2012
Zoning Map (attached)
Plans/Drawings:
1. Site Plan (attached)
2. Solar Awning Details and Building Elevation (attached)
3. Photosimulation
Notification information:
1. Mailing list
2. Mailed notice
Agency Responses: None
Correspondence: None
Other:
1. Original LU Application
2. Incomplete Letter
3. Email to Applicant Regarding Alternative Designs

